THE ENNEAGRAM
The Wings
• We use the term WINGS to describe
symbolically some of the very useful insights
that the Enneagram offers.
• The Enneagram is not Western in origin so it
does not proceed in a linear fashion,
deductively moving from a thesis or belief to a
series of conclusions.
• Wings are the numbers on either side of one's
own number e.g. 4 5 6.

THE ENNEAGRAM
The Wings
• Wings relate to what the Enneagram calls the
LAW OF THREE.
• This law is a mathematical way of describing how
each person has a trinity of being. The law of
three is about relations within creation, reflecting
the essential nature of the Divine.
• In the Enneagram’s Wings these relations are
different energies within the human person.
• Do I have a "mask" for particular moments that
carry the characteristics of one of my wings?

NUMBERS AND THEIR WINGS

THE ENNEAGRAM
The Wings
• As we move into consciousness,
• to survive and grow we turn our face in one
direction
• and turn our backs on the other direction.
• We need to do this to gain strength, and to
develop our own separate identity.
• We have an Outer Wing and an Inner Wing.

THE ENNEAGRAM
Outer Wing
• The Outer Wing is the predominant way we
turn ourselves to the world in which we live.
• In develops and strengthens our ego nature in
the first arc of life (Kenneth Wilbur)
• With this Outer Wing, we take on a Persona
(face to the world) with which to protect
ourselves.
• When we turn and take on the characteristics
of the neighbouring number, we are hiding
our true selves, for survival and defence.

THE ENNEAGRAM
Outer Wing
• Some characteristics of this outer wing are;
– It is more conscious and more psychologically
organised.
– It is automatic and natural.
– It stresses logic and work strength, both ways in
which I can develop and create self.
– It develops the Ego (the conscious “I”).
– It is the focus of will power and control

THE ENNEAGRAM
Outer Wing
• This Outer Wing is so strong in most people
that we could almost refer to people as if they
had two numbers, e.g. a 1/2 or a 7/8.
• We all carry three energies within us, our true
place, our stronger outer wing and our more
unconscious inner wing.
• Many people find they can identify with
several numbers, when they first come to the
Enneagram.

THE ENNEAGRAM
Inner Wing
• When we move to the Outer, stronger wing,
we turn our backs on the Inner, less conscious
wing.
• Consequently clustered around the Inner
Wing are most of our unknown energies,
repressed memories, and hidden qualities.
• This Wing, which is more underdeveloped, is
the one we come to know in the second arc of
life, when we begin to meet the true or
deeper 'Self'.

THE ENNEAGRAM
Inner Wing
• Some characteristics of this inner wing are;
– It is inner and unconscious, and less organised
– It is not automatic, in the sense that it demands
inner work to come to a knowledge of its gifts.
– It is the arena of the masculine / feminine
energies (Jung – animus and anima), which all
men and women have. This is the area where
there is to be found the unconscious distortions of
our masculinity or femininity, and our sexuality.

THE ENNEAGRAM
Inner Wing
– It is the playful, more spontaneous and creative
parts of our personality.
– It is the place where I find my true spirituality.
– It is an important place of contact with the
collective unconscious (Jung’s term for the shared
undercurrents and patterns that influence all
humanity.)
– It is a centre for the energies of love, relationships
and friendships.

THE ENNEAGRAM
Inner Wing
• Coming to know this stranger within is a very
real way of coming into a more harmonious
relationship within ourselves.
• We can then move into our true home, and be
guided and nurtured more directly by our
deeper Self, the wisdom of God’s Spirit which
is at the centre of our being, the truth in
which we were created.
• We participate more fully in the life and
communion of the Trinity.

THE ENNEAGRAM
• A further help to identifying our place on the
Enneagram, determined by which wing is
more dominant, is the distinction between ;
• The Outer Image
• and the Inner Feelings
• of each of the Nine Personality Types

THE ENNEAGRAM
Outer Image and Inner Feelings
of each of the Nine Personality Types

HEART CENTRE
• 2
•
• 3
•
• 4
•

outer
inner
outer
inner
outer
inner

–
–
–
–
–
–

giving, doing, often irritable.
emotionally, uninvolved.
competent, accomplished, secure.
frightened, inadequate.
aloof, controlled, on top.
shy, abandoned, needy.

THE ENNEAGRAM
Outer Image and Inner Feelings
of each of the Nine Personality Types

HEAD CENTRE
• 5
•
• 6
•
• 7
•

outer
inner
outer
inner
outer
inner

–
–
–
–
–
–

disdainful, heady, expert.
embarrassed, out of place, incompetent
inviting, social, secure, indecisive.
frightened, cornered.
warm, friendly, close (physically).
fearful of staying with feelings, escape
into mental systems.

THE ENNEAGRAM
Outer Image and Inner Feelings
of each of the Nine Personality Types

GUT CENTRE
• 8
•
• 9
•
• 1
•

outer
inner
outer
inner
outer
inner

–
–
–
–
–
–

harsh, brisk, abrupt.
soft, gentle, childlike.
emotionless, stolid, arrogant.
powerful, passion, desperation,
criticism, self justification.
worthless, bad, naughty.

the journey ahead
is yours”

